SPAIN | CANTABRIA - VALLE

Palacio Torre de Ruesga
BEAUTY AND TRANQUILITY ON A HISTORIC COUNTRYSIDE PALACE

H

otel Torre de Ruesga, a 17th Century palace

beaches of Laredo. The beauty of the dense forest swamps the

whose façade is flanked by two towers, is

outskirts where a wide range of bird and birds of prey can be

considered one of the most important palaces in

seen. The Hotel Palacio Torre de Ruesga has 6 double rooms, 4

Cantabria. This historical building combines

double rooms with a living room located in the main building

elegance and sobriety. Commissioned by Licenciado D. Juan

and 5 Garden Suites located in another building with direct

Fernandez de Valle and built by the renowned architect and

access to the gardens. Guests enjoy wonderfully decorated

Master Builder Diego de Siniega, the palace remained untou-

spacious, elegant rooms with all necessary amenities to make

ched until 1886 when the central body was extended and the

your stay pleasant and comfortable. All rooms have bathroom,

famous frescos of the main floor were executed by Catalan

hairdryer, heating, air conditioning, telephone, satellite TV,

painter Leon de Criach depicting legends of the area. Conflicts

minibar, music and free WIFI internet connection. The suites are

over inheritance caused the palace to be abandoned in the

equipped with jacuzzi. The palace has retained the original

1950’s leaving it at the mercy of the elements for over 40 years.

sitting room with a charming open fireplace where you can relax

Years of pure architectural devastation that left Torre de Ruesga

and read a book from the the magnificent library. Its premium

in ruins. It was not until 1996 that the current owners undertook

facilities also include a sauna, an outdoor pool for summertime

the responsibility of restoring the palace to its former splendour.

use and a fitness centre. You can play a game of cards in the

Over 2 years of painstaking renovation and restoration the

games room, which has a large selection of table games, and for

biggest challenge was to preserve its original structure and

lovers of billiards, Torre de Ruesga offers a Centennial table,

decorative detail while combining them with all the modern

inlaid with ivory. There is a breakfast room and restaurant

amenities expected of a luxury hotel. The careful restoration

where you can taste the exquisite traditional cuisine of Cantabria

maintained its palatial majesty, the hotel interior is embellished

where the best in local delicacies can be savoured, always using

with the 19th century frescos of León Criach, regarded as one of

local products. A small Spa with jacuzzi and sauna is available

the palaces most distinctive features. In 1998 Torre de Ruesga’s

for guests. The hotel operates a well-equipped business centre

doors were opened once again to all those in search of history,

and also offers conference facilities. The parking is equipped

quality, beauty and tranquility of this historic countryside.

with charge stations for electric cars.

Located in the tiny village of Valle, nestled in Valle de Ruesga
and surrounded by idyllic gardens on the banks of the river
Ason, the hotel overlooks breathtaking verdant valleys and
mountains of the Cabáceno Nature Reserve and near to the
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